of early Greek written documents are given in illustrations 20 and 21. The writing
known as Cyrillian, which is employed in Russia, Bulgaria and to some extent also
in Yugo-Slavia, derives from Greek characters.
The inhabitants of Southern Italy took over Greek writing before it had been
completely developed, soon however adding some new characters to the alphabet.
The Roman inscriptions of the classical period (ill. 22) are the unsurpassed, perfect
and timelessly beautiful archetypes of our writing in the narrower sense. Although
they follow the Greek principle of form, they have yet acquired a specifically Ro-
man aspect in certain details. The fact that the letters on Trajan's column display
a modulated alternation of more vigorous and softer strokes is due to their having
been traced with a broad, spatulate brush, which 'wrote3 like a broad-nibbed
pen. How the writing instrument, especially in rapid writing, determines the de-
tails of the form, is shown by Rustic lettering (ill. 24), produced with a broad nib,
and by the older Roman semi-formal hand (ill. 25), written with a finer instrument.
In this latter the letters from time to time exhibit ascending and descending strokes
which then become crystallized to regular formal elements in Early Christian Un-
cials. Indeed, semi-formal writing, that is to say the writing employed in docu-
ments, letters and note-taking, has down to our times been the source of nearly all
evolutions of form. To the semi-formal writing of later Roman days, the Later
Roman Cursive (ill 28), we owe not only the Half Uncials (ill 29, 30), but also
the chief incentive to the development of small letters or Minuscules. Up to then
there had been only one alphabet, that which we refer to nowadays as Capitals.
The Minuscule or small letter is the outcome of a further development. People
wrote more and more quickly; out of the joining on of strokes there arose a rhyth-
mical writing, to which the forms of the letters adapted themselves more and more
closely. The employment of the quill-pen had a decisive share particularly in fash-
ioning the forms of the Minuscules in the age of Charlemagne (ill.355 36). The
Rustics can only be regarded as a reproduction of the basic geometrical Roman
forms as far as the pen would allow. But of the Minuscule it may be asserted that
it owes its very form to the broad-nibbed pen. This it was that led to the swelling
and diminution of the strokes, a feature which governed the form to a greater
extent than the motion of the pen as revealed in the strokes themselves. The cre-
ation of the Minuscule about the turn of the seventh century constitutes the last
great stage in the development of writing. Our present-day Roman print, its broken
variants, the so-called Black-Letter and the German Fraktur, together with our
handwritings are all derived from the Minuscule with its deep insight into the
necessities of letter-formation.
For centuries the Carolingian Minuscule remained the dominating book-script
of the Occident, until it was gradually, by the progressive breaking up of all its

